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ABSTRACT
In this article, we studied speech analysis using wavelet
transforms in order to conceive a flexible stimulation
strategy for cochlear prostheses. In our first experiment,
we used two types of wavelets that are convenient for
such speech analysis. This was based on parameterisation
techniques of word by using bank filtering methodology.
However, the constructed filters had the considered
wavelets' shape impulse response. In fact, as a first
experimentation, Morlet wavelet shape was tested and
compared to Gammachirp wavelet shape. Two filter bank
models were then conceived according to these two
wavelet shapes in order to apply numerical filtering. Our
purpose is to exploit such filtering for constructing a
completely flexible cochlea's stimulation strategy. So, this
would be very useful for specifying performances of each
of these two analyses and for providing comparisons that
would be useful for an ulterior strategy implementation on
the prosthesis external part.

using the Gammachirp wavelet [l]. These two shapes
gave important results permitting then a great variety of
choices when adjusting the stimulation.

2. PREVIEW ON USED WAVELET TRANSFORM
The W.T is an atomic decomposition whose atoms are
descended of the same function, 'the mother wavelet' by
applying translation'b' and dilation ' a ' operations [2]:
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This analysis consist in using a family of ya,b(t)
constructed from a function called the mother wavelet:
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The CWT (continuous wavelet transform) consists on
giving wavelet coefficients W,(a,b) defined by:
(3)

1. INTRODUCTION

Cochlear prosthesis is a recent apparatus intended to deep
and total deafness rehabilitation where conventional
hearing aids are not efficient. It is a scientific progress
permitting to remedy to such handicap that causes social
disintegration. [ 1].Two essential parts compose such
apparatus: An external part generally piloted by a
dedicated processor, a DSP, and an internal part which is
commanded by the external one for generating adequate
stimuli to the cochlea. Different strategies of stimulation
have been conceived during the past few years [l].These
were generally conceived around a numeric filtering as the
'RIF' type or around a spectral analysis based on FFT
transforms [l]. In our research, we propose a speech
analysis based on wavelet transforms 'W.T' in view to
conceive an original stimulation strategy completely
flexible. We conceived then 21 numeric filters, i.e a filter
bank, that are constructed around two wavelet shapes.
In fact, a comparative study was then established between
an analysis using the Morlet wavelet and another analysis
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In our first tentative, we used the Morlet wavelet shape. It
is a simple analytic shape, very resolute in time and in
frequency, regular, locally periodic, with non compact
support. It is formed by complex values of the shape of a
complex sinus modulated by a gaussian envelope [2].

Fig. 1 : Morlet Mother wavelet
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As second test shape, we used Gammachirp Wavelet [3].
Irino was the first one who proposed the Gammachirp
filter that was a filtering temporal model deducted of an
impulse response modelling, by using electric impulses’
measurement of cat internal ear nervous fibers. It presents
a non symmetrical envelope dependent of the level of
intensity of the applied resonant stimulus [4]:
g(t) = h, tn-l e -2xat e j(2xfot + c In(t) + 9)
(6)
- n : the order of the corresponding filter.
- fo : the modulation frequency of the Gamma function.
- cp : the initial phase.
-h,: a normalising parameter.
-a : equivalent rectangular bandwidth of the cochlea
- c : parameter of asymmetry filters.
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Fig.4: Morlet Wavelet’s3lterbankfor Munich bands [ 11

Fig. 2 : Impulse response of ‘Gammachirp ’ shape with its
corresponding frequency illustration for IOOOHz [ 11

3. COCHLEAR FILTERS’ CONCEPTION
Fig.5: Morlet Wavelet’sfilterbankfor Cambridge bands [ 11

Our cochlear prosthesis stimulation strategy could be
summarized by the following figure:

4. SPEECH ANALYSIS USING WT

P

d
Fig.3: Speech coding to the implant [ 11

In the case of filters’ conception from the studied wavelet
transform, it was necessary to take account of the critical
bands: Two pure sounds having different frequency and
presented simultaneously have a constant sonie. The width
limit of the gap between frequencies represents the critical
band [SI. The peripheral auditory system is equivalent to a
band pass filterbank of which respective bands would
have the critical bandwidth [6]. These last are formulated
under shape of several mathematic models among these
critical Munich bands: [7] BM= 25 + 75(l+l.4F2)0.69
and Cambridge bands: [SI

Bc = 24.7 (1+4.3F)

Where F is the central frequency of the band (in KHz).
Munich equation was then adopted in our work since that
there is a similarity between widths of these bands with
those of critical bands to corresponding fi-equencies [ 11.

Cochlear prosthesis stimulation strategy was based on
these two WT shapes since they were suitable to speech
processing. We proceeded to a comparative survey at the
time of this speech analysis, and however, we proposed a
choice option between one or the other being given that
the pathological cases were varied. We used the distance
calculation to compare parameters’ vectors [11:
1
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4.1. Localized phonemes case (two different speakers)
Our system was tested by using phonemes of TIMIT
Basis. This base gave us for every sentence and for every
speaker several possibilities such as the female or the male
voice as well as the segmentation possibility according to
words or according to vowels and consonants. Indeed, it
supplied a label of the beginning and the end for every
segmentation type. Selectivity is always better in the case
of Morlet. However, the supplementary bars that we
notice in the case of Gammachirp, and that denote no
selectivity, could generate enriching stimulations for
certain cases of patients. In this parameterisation, vowels
always kept low frequencies. Also, the maximum of
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parameters for every vowel generally kept the same
frequency positions.

Fig. 7: Representation of 21 parameters for different vowels

Fig.8: Representation of 21 parameters for different consonants

Table1 . Distance between different vowels :Morlet

Table 3. Distance between consonants Morlet
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Table 4 . Distance between consonants Gammachirp

Table2. Distance between dflerent vowels :Gammachirp
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The system demonstrated a modification Of the
minimums' distance path. We could realize that the
hndamental frequency is variable.

In case of consonants, they cover all bands of frequencies
but don't keep the same positions for maxima parameters.

There is a modification of the path of minimums' distance
path. An overlap appears at the level of consonants.

4.2. Localized words case: Two different speakers
Words of TIMIT basis were tested (already used with
phonemes) : Selectivity was always better for Morlet case,
and
noticed supplementary bars for Gammachirp
could generate
denoting no selectivity for this
enriching stimulations for certain cases of patients.
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For phonemes, one can say that for the two wavelets’
types, maxima of parameters for every phoneme generally
kept the same frequency positions.
Morlet wavelet shape provided more selective filtering
whereas Gammachirp wavelet shape provided a minimal
distance so better discern ability.
2- For words pronounced by two different speekers:
For the two wavelets’ types, maxima of parameters for
every word almost kept the same frequency positions.
The distance values were minimal for the two wavelets
types which gave us the better discern ability.

6. CONCLUSION

Fig. 9 : Representation of 21 parameters for different words

Table 5. Distance between different

Morlet

Speech analysis using wavelet transforms was studied in
this paper. Two wavelet shapes were tested for pure
sounds, for phoneme and for words using the TIMIT
basis. Our goal was to provide essential information in
order to conceive a complete and flexible stimulation
strategy for cochlear prostheses. Filter bank was then
constructed for these two shapes of wavelets and testing
on sounds was then performed. For the Morlet wavelet
shape filter-bank testing, good selectivity was noticed. For
the Gammachirp wavelet shape testing, differentiation of
phonemes was noticed for two speakers’ experimentation.
Indeed, the distance by the Gammachirp wavelet is
smaller than that of Morlet wavelet. This prove that this
wavelet shape is less affected by the pitch variation, so
that it could preferred in multi-speakers discourse.
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5. DISCUSSION
The comparison between the two wavelets’ shape, Morlet
and Gammachirp, cannot be an easy task, nor a decisive
one. We tried all the long of this work to put in evidence
advantages and inconveniences of every filtering type. On
the other hand, in this research, we try to explore each
type in order provide to clinicians a complete and flexible
strategy capable of being adaptable to the great variety of
pathological cases. As a summary, we could affirm that:
1- For phonemes pronounced by two different speakers:
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